Consulting Team to Head Career Services
The Career Development Consulting Team, consisting of Spring Walton '90 and Michael Bryant, have been hired for a one-year appointment to lead the Career Services Office. During their appointment, they will work on restructuring the office and redefining the role of Career Services. They can be reached at 410-706-2080.

While on sabbatical, David Bogen presented “Laws of General Applicability, Freedom of Speech and the Free Exercise of Religion” at a University of Sydney Law School staff seminar in Sydney, Australia, last March.


Maxwell Chibundu was a Presenter at the United Nations Rights, Ethics, and Legal Protections Symposium on Intellectual Disability, June 30, 1995.


Donald Gifford talked on “American Competitiveness: Is the Legal System at Fault?” at the Serjeant’s Inn meeting in Baltimore last November. Also, he was keynote speaker on “The Law: Resolving, Creating and Avoiding Controversy” at the Harford County Board of Education/Harford County Bar Association Program for High School Students in April.


Barbara Gontrum was session moderator on “Tackling the Tough Issues Relating to Computer-Assisted Research Instruction” at the AALS Annual Meeting.

Oscar Gray’s article, “The Draft ALI Product Liability Proposals: Progress or Anachronism?” was published in 61 Tennessee Law Review No. 4, 1105 (Summer 1994).


He also presented a seminar on Comparative Non-discrimination Law and Proposed Israeli Legislation on Disability Rights at the Ministry of Justice, Jerusalem, Israel, July 6, 1995.


Alan Hornstein’s article “The New Maryland Rules of Evidence: Survey, Analysis, Critique” was published in 54 Maryland Law Review 650. He also gave the Commencement address at St. John’s College, Annapolis, MD, on August 11, 1995.

Sherrilyn Ifill presented “Equal Representation: Race, Voting and Civil Rights” at the First Annual Mid-Atlantic People of Color Legal Scholarship Conference at Howard University School of Law.

Susan Leviton was a panelist for the “The Future of Baltimore’s Children: The Jury Is Still Out” symposium presented by the Bar Association of Baltimore City and its Committee for Baltimore’s Children last December. She also published an article “A State at Risk” in The Evening Sun last March.

Joan O'Sullivan spoke on “Legal, Ethical and Medical Considerations in End of Life Medical Treatment” with George Taler, MD, of the University of Maryland School of Medicine at the Together We Serve: Spiritual Support and Social Responsibility Conference in Marriottsville. She also discussed “Guardianship: Representing the Alleged Disabled Person” at MICPEL last October and November.


Peter Quint presented “The Constitutional Aftermath of German Unification” at the Colloquium on Constitutionalism at the Princeton University Department of Politics, March 29, 1995.


Karen Rothenberg was named to the National Institutes of Health Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee. She also appeared at the Briefing on Human Genetics Research, British House of Commons Science and Technology Committee, American Association for the Advancement of Science, February 14, 1995.


Katherine Vaughns was a speaker and small group leader at the AALS Workshop for Faculty in Law School Administration. In addition, her article, “A Tale of Two Opinions: The Meaning of Statutes and the Nature of Judicial Decision-Making in the Administrative Context,” was published in 1995 Brigham Young Law Review 139.

Marley Weiss was appointed chair of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Advisory Committee on NAFTA’s Labor Side Agreement.

Roger Wolf was a presenter and faculty member for MICPEL’s “Alternative Dispute Resolution Workshop” in Baltimore last March.